Harmonic drop surface area oscillations are performed at a fixed frequency (0.1 Hz) to measure the dilational visco-elasticity for three proteins: β-casein (BCS), β-lactoglobulin (BLG), and human serum albumin (HSA). The surface area oscillations were performed with different amplitudes in order to find the origin of non-linearity effects. The analysis of data shows that the non-linearity in the equation of state-i.e., the relation between surface pressure and surface concentration of adsorbed protein molecules-is the main source of the amplitude effects on the apparent visco-elasticity, while perturbations due to non-uniform expansions and compressions of the surface layer, inertia effects leading to deviations of the drop profile from the Laplacian shape, or convective transport in the drop bulk are of less importance. While for the globular proteins, HSA and BLG the amplitude effects on the apparent visco-elasticity are rather large, for the non-globular protein BCS this effect is negligible in the studied range of up to 10% area deformation.
Introduction
There are many studies on the dilational visco-elasticity of proteins adsorbed at liquid interfaces [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The easiest way to determine it is the measurement of the surface tension response generated by surface area changes. In these experiments, the studied object (in many cases a drop or a bubble) is forced to harmonic oscillations of the surface area at different amplitudes. The oscillations can be applied after the establishment of the adsorption equilibrium or under dynamic conditions during the continuous slow decrease of the surface tension due to the proceeding adsorption. The linear response of the surface or interfacial tension to the area variations is usually analyzed by using the Fourier transforms. In some cases [12, 13] , the response is analyzed in more details with account for any non-linear terms of the visco-elasticity. For a quantitative determination of the degree of distortion of the harmonical signal due to non-linear effects one usually uses the total harmonic distortion (THD) index [17, 18] . The THD index shows the relative contribution of higher harmonics to the signal as compared to the contribution at the fundamental frequency.
For avoiding any non-linear responses, usually the measurements of the surface dilatational visco-elasticity are performed at sufficiently small area deformations. However, the situation in real systems like emulsions and foams is typically non-linear [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . An example for studies in a wide range of surface oscillation amplitudes (from 10% to 30%) was presented in [20] , where the foaming properties of mixtures of polymers and surfactants were investigated. It was observed that the surface dilatational modulus continuously decreases with increasing amplitude.
An investigation of the dilational surface visco-elasticity of solutions on the surface age of three frequently studied proteins: β-casein (BCS), β-lactoglobulin (BLG), and human serum albumin (HSA) was performed in [24] using the drop profile analysis tensiometry (PAT-1). Here, the surface tensions response to sinusoidal drop area oscillations during the process of adsorption layer formation was measured. For BCS solutions at short adsorption times (about 200 s after drop formation) the measured visco-elasticity moduli values at given surface pressure values were much lower than those at longer adsorption times or after the adsorption equilibrium was reached. In contrast, for BLG and HSA solutions, there is practically no kind of a dependence of the visco-elasticity modulus on adsorption time. A theoretical model published earlier [25] is generalized here in order to account for the adsorption at the drop surface, i.e., the loss of protein molecules inside the drop due to their adsorption at the drop surface is quantitatively considered. The obtained results show good agreement between the modified model with the experimental surface tension isotherm as well as with the calculated equilibrium visco-elastic modulus. In [24] , the effect of the oscillation amplitude was also considered for the proteins studied here, and it was shown that the apparent visco-elasticity modulus for BLG increases when the area oscillation amplitude decreases. For BCS, on the contrary, no remarkable changes in the visco-elastic modulus at different oscillations amplitude were observed. A reason for this situation could maybe be the fact that for non-globular proteins like BCS the modulus is much lower than for globular proteins like BLG. The data for HSA have showed that the visco-elasticity of HSA adsorption layers at smaller amplitudes is also significantly higher than those measured at higher amplitudes.
In the present work, we continue the studies of the effect of oscillation amplitude on the rheological surface properties of proteins solutions. However, in contrast to the experiments performed in [24] , we consider here only concentrations below the critical concentration. Although the THD index reflects the degree of deviation from an ideal sinusoidal signal, it does not allow to identify the physical origin for these deviations. Therefore, an analysis of the non-linear effects, which produce the most significant deviations, is performed. It is shown that for the proteins studied here (BCS, BLG, and HSA) the main factor leading to a dependence of the measured visco-elasticity on amplitude can be the non-linearity of the equation of state of the adsorption layer. The non-linear effects for the proteins were calculated by using the corresponding equations of state. The calculation results were compared with the experimental data to show a significant contribution of the non-linearity of the equation of state to the dependency of the elasticity modulus on the amplitude of the applied area oscillations.
Materials and Methods
The experimental details of surface tension measurements using the drop profile analysis tensiometry (PAT-1, SINTERFACE Technologies, Germany), are given elsewhere [24, 26] . The experiments were performed in the pendant drop mode. For the determination of the dilational visco-elasticity, we performed harmonic drop area oscillations at various times after the formation of the adsorption layer: 200, 400, 2000, and 5000 s. For the investigation of the effect of the area oscillation amplitude, we used a fixed frequency of 0.1 Hz and changed the surface area amplitude between 3% and 10%. The visco-elasticity values were calculated from the measured surface tension and drop surface area oscillations via a Fourier transformation procedure. The drops were formed at the tip of a vertical steel capillary with internal diameter of 3.0 mm. The surface areas of the drops were 32-36 mm 2 , and kept constant during the experiments. The initial volume of the drops was 21-24 mm 3 . The decrease of interfacial tension leads to the decrease of the drop volume by 3-5% while keeping the drop surface area constant.
The three studied proteins-BCS, BLG, and HAS-were purchased from Sigma (Germany) and were used as received. All measurements were made at a constant temperature of 25 • C. The protein solutions were all prepared in phosphate buffer (0.01 M, pH 7) using respective amounts of solutions of Na 2 HPO 4 and NaH 2 PO 4 . All stock solutions were kept no longer than three days in a fridge at 5 • C. The Milli-Q water used for preparing the aqueous solutions had a constant surface tension over the time of at least 24 h of 72.0 ± 0.2 mN/m (at 25 • C).
Theory

Adsorption Layer Model
Let us consider first the adsorption model of proteins at liquid interfaces. In this study, we used theoretical models presented in [6, 7, 14, 15, 24] . The model used here assumes a multilayer adsorption and an area per protein molecule adsorbed in the first layer ω, which varies between minimum and maximum values, ω min and ω max , respectively, depending on the surface coverage. At protein concentrations higher than a critical value (which corresponds to a critical adsorption value Γ * P or critical value of the surface pressure Π*), we can assume that adsorbed molecules condensate or aggregate at the surface.
In the pre-critical concentration range, the equation of state for the first adsorption layer reads
where Π = γ 0 − γ is the surface pressure (γ 0 and γ are the surface tension values of the aqueous buffer solution and the studied solution, respectively); R is the gas law constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Moreover, the parameter a represents the intermolecular interaction between adsorbed molecules, and ω 0 is the area difference between two neighbour adsorption states. This gives ω j = ω min + (j − 1)ω 0 and n = (ω max − ω min )/ω 0 + 1, where n is the number of adsorption states. The surface coverage θ in the first adsorption layer is given by θ = ωΓ = ∑ n j=1 ω j Γ j , where ω is the mean molar area of adsorbed protein molecules.
The adsorption isotherm for the protein reads
where the exponent α is the model parameter which controls the difference in the adsorption activity coefficients b j for each of n adsorption states
The parameter b 1 in Equation (2) is the adsorption activity coefficient for the state j = 1 of the adsorbed protein molecules. Combining the expression which follows from Equation (2) for j = 1 with the corresponding expression for any other j, and using Equation (3), we can determine the protein adsorption in state j
The total adsorption of the protein molecules in the primary layer then reads
For the total protein adsorption Γ P a Langmuir type model for L adsorption layers can be used (b X is the adsorption equilibrium constant for the external layers)
At concentrations above the critical point, i.e., for Π > Π*, the relation was developed in [7] assuming the aggregation in the adsorbed layer
Here n a is the aggregation number of the formed protein aggregates. As mentioned above, at low bulk protein concentrations there is a depletion of molecules due to adsorption at the drop surface. This depletion depends on the surface area S of the drop and its volume [25] . The final concentration at the equilibrium of adsorption, is then c = c 0 -(S/V) Γ P , where c 0 is the initial protein concentration in the drop.
Harmonic oscillations of the drop volume, generated with the drop profile tensiometer PAT-1, can be used to measure the dilational visco-elasticity of adsorbed layers. A diffusion theory developed by Joos [27] allows to consider the effect of a spherical surface with radius r on the adsorption. For the visco-elasticity E we then get [27, 28] 
Here, E 0 = dΠ/d(ln Γ P ) is the visco-elasticity at sufficiently high frequencies of oscillation f, ν 2 = i( ω/D), ω = 2πf is the circular frequency and D is the protein's diffusion coefficient. The surface dilational visco-elasticity is therefore a complex quantity E = E r + iE i , which defines the visco-elasticity modulus |E| and the corresponding phase angle φ (the phase angle between the surface stress dγ and the surface strain dA):
For protein concentrations above the critical point, the adsorption layers must be treated like composite layers [29] , and the high frequency limit of the elasticity E 0 can then be obtained from E 0 = E * 0 (Γ P /Γ * P ), where the value E * 0 is the elasticity in the critical point.
Effect of Oscillation Amplitude
In the experiments on surface rheology using drop profile analysis tensiometry an oscillation amplitude dependency of the measured visco-elasticity parameters can appear due to several reasons (the list is not exhausting):
The dynamic contribution due to inertia of the liquid can disturb the ideal Laplace shape of the drop. The inertia contribution is proportional to v 2 , where is the density, and v is the velocity of the liquid, i.e., this contribution is proportional to the squared velocity and, therefore, to the squared amplitude. Hence, it should decrease fast with the amplitude decrease and, in the linear regimes, it can be neglected.
2.
Non-uniformity of the surface expansion during the oscillations-the surface can expand stronger near the drop apex and much less near its base (wetting perimeter). This leads to tangential flows at the surface (Marangoni flows). The corresponding contribution to the surfactant balance equation is proportional to the product ∆Γ·v s , where v s is the tangential velocity of the liquid at the surface, and ∆Γ is the difference of the surface concentrations in different points. Both v s and ∆Γ are proportional to the amplitude and, therefore, the effect is proportional to the squared amplitude. In linear regimes, we assume the surface concentration Γ to be constant over the surface.
3.
The convective surfactant transfer in the bulk of a solution can overlap with the diffusional transport. The convective term in the convective diffusion equation is proportional to the product v·∆c, where v is the velocity of the liquid and ∆c is the concentration difference in the bulk. Here, again both multipliers are proportional to the amplitude and, therefore, the effect is proportional to the squared amplitude. The respective term can be neglected by a linearization of the equation.
4.
Non-linearity of the surface equation of state and the adsorption isotherm. All usually-used adsorption isotherms are non-linear, except the Henry isotherm. In linear regimes of surface oscillations, the derivatives dΠ/dΓ and dΓ/dc are assumed to be constant. However, in non-linear regimes, these derivatives can change due to large deviations from the equilibrium. When the equations for surface visco-elasticity are derived, one usually expands the functions Π(Γ) and Γ(c) in series, and only the leading terms are retained. At higher amplitudes, the contribution of the neglected higher order terms can be significant.
In the general case, it is difficult to estimate each of these contributions, because this requires the modeling of non-linear processes. However, the contributions of inertia, Marangoni flow, and bulk convection depend on the liquid velocity, which in turn depends on the frequency of oscillations. Frequencies below 0.1 Hz seem to be not very high for usual experimental conditions of oscillating drops and bubbles [30] . Therefore, the effects depending on the velocity probably do not play a decisive role under these particular conditions. This can suggest that the main factor leading to a dependence of the surface visco-elasticity on the oscillation amplitude, can be the non-linearity of the surface equation of state Π(Γ). Only for the case of the Henry isotherm is the dependence of Π on Γ linear. However, non-linearity can contribute also in this case because the surface visco-elasticity depends on ln(Γ), which is also a non-linear function.
If the equation of state Π(Γ) is known, one can estimate the contribution of the terms neglected by linearization. If in an oscillation process the adsorption Γ obtains an increment ∆Γ, then for the surface pressure one can write the following Taylor series expansion
When the adsorption Γ decreases by the same value ∆Γ, then for the surface pressure we will have
Therefore, the surface pressure difference for these two deviations of adsorption will be equal to
and the ratio of the surface pressure difference to the respective adsorption difference will be
Because of the non-linearity of the equation of state this ratio is not equal to dΠ/dΓ, but has a correction proportional to the third derivative d 3 Π/dΓ 3 (if the subsequent terms are neglected). Hence, whether the amplitude of the surface pressure oscillations will increase faster or slower than the adsorption amplitude ∆Γ (and the respective surface area amplitude ∆A), depends on the sign of the derivative d 3 Π/dΓ 3 , i.e., it is determined by the shape of the curve Π(Γ). Accordingly, the surface apparent visco-elasticity modulus will either increase or decrease with the amplitude.
From the equation for the limiting elasticity E 0 = dΠ/dln(Γ) = Γ·dΠ/dΓ we can write dΠ/dΓ = E 0 /Γ. Then, for the second and third derivatives, we obtain d 2 Π/dΓ 2 = d(E 0 /Γ)/dΓ, and d 3 Π/dΓ 3 = d 2 (E 0 /Γ)/dΓ 2 . Thus, the sign of the third derivative d 3 Π/dΓ 3 depends on the sign of the second derivative d 2 (E 0 /Γ)/dΓ 2 .
Usually in the framework of the models neglecting the intrinsic compressibility of the adsorption layers, such as the standard Langmuir or Frumkin models, the function E 0 /Γ increases continuously with increasing Γ, and the second derivative d 2 (E 0 /Γ)/dΓ 2 is always positive. However, the experimental data show that real dependencies of the limiting elasticity on concentration E 0 (c), and, therefore, the dependence on adsorption E 0 (Γ), always exhibits a maximum [31, 32] . The presence of this maximum is determined by the effect of the intrinsic compressibility of the adsorption layer [33, 34] . This means that in such cases the second derivative d 2 (E 0 /Γ)/dΓ 2 can be negative. Hence, for such systems the amplitude of the surface pressure oscillations can increase slower with the applied oscillations amplitude than in the linear case, and the apparent visco-elasticity modulus can decrease with the increase of the amplitude.
For protein solutions, the dependencies E 0 (Π) and E 0 (Γ) have usually also a maximum, and therefore their visco-elasticity modulus can also decrease with the amplitude. In this study, we analyzed the effect of changes in the oscillation amplitude on the visco-elasticity modulus for three proteins (HSA, BLG, and BCS) by using the dependencies E 0 (Π) and E 0 (Γ) obtained from their equations of state Π(Γ). For each protein it is possible to calculate the dependence of E 0 /Γ on Γ using the corresponding equation of state and to check, whether it has a maximum, and then to calculate the derivative d 2 
Here, we only analyze the dependencies Π(Γ) and not the dependencies Γ(c). The dependency Γ(c) and the derivative dΓ/dc play a role only in the case when the surfactant has a good solubility and is easily adsorbed and desorbed during one period of oscillations. For proteins, an adsorption or desorption practically do not happen during the oscillations at frequencies of about 0.1 Hz. Therefore, for the proteins, the derivative dΓ/dc does not play a significant role, and we do not consider it here. For well soluble surfactants the non-linearity of the derivative dΓ/dc can also contribute to the dependence of the visco-elasticity modulus on amplitude.
If the surfactant does not adsorb and desorb during the surface area oscillations (like in the case of proteins), then ΓA ≈ const, and the amplitude |∆Γ| is proportional to |∆A|. Then the visco-elasticity modulus is equal to the limiting elasticity E 0 
where Γ is the amplitude of adsorption oscillations. The second and third terms on the r.h.s. of Equation (15) give a contribution to the visco-elasticity modulus proportional to the squared amplitude Γ 2 . The next terms in the series give contributions proportional to Γ 4 , Γ 6 , etc. For a correct calculation of the visco-elasticity modulus, the oscillation amplitudes should be small. In this case, only the first term in Equation (15) is significant. However, in real experiments the oscillation amplitudes can be larger, and the next terms in the series can contribute to the calculated values of the modulus.
The third term in Equation (15) corresponds to the contribution from the non-linearity of the function |ln(Γ)|. The calculations show that this contribution is small within the limits of usual accuracy of calculations. The second term in Equation (15) reflects the contribution from the non-linearity of the equation of state Π(Γ). This contribution depends on the third derivative d 3 Π/dΓ 3 and, therefore, is determined by the shape of the dependence Π(Γ). Thus, according to Equation (15) the correction to the visco-elasticity modulus due to the finite value of the oscillation amplitude can be estimated as
Results and Discussion
Experimental Results for the Studied Proteins
In Figures 1-3 one can see the experimental dependencies of the visco-elasticity modulus on surface pressure for solutions of BCS, BLG, and HSA at concentrations below the critical point at amplitudes of the drop area oscillations of 3% and 10%. The pre-programmed four subsequent oscillations were performed at a fixed frequency of 0.1 Hz and at different adsorption times (200, 400, 2000, and 5000 s) after the generation of the respective protein solution drops. As it is seen, the visco-elasticity modulus depends on the amplitude for the globular proteins BLG and HSA (at surface pressures above 8 mN/m), whereas for the non-globular protein BCS there is practically no dependence on the amplitude. In this study, the ratio of the drop volume to its surface area V/S was approximately 0.58-0.61 mm and the same for all proteins and concentrations. Note, in [24] this ratio for BCS was different-of about 0.9 mm, and for BLG and HSA it was in the range between 0.58 and 0.63 mm. According to the model given by Equations (1)- (7), this decrease in the ratio V/S for BCS in the present study while all other parameters were fixed leads to a shift of the isotherm toward larger concentrations. and, therefore, is determined by the shape of the dependence (Γ). Thus, according to Equation 15 the correction to the visco-elasticity modulus due to the finite value of the oscillation amplitude can be estimated as
Results and Discussion
Experimental Results for the Studied Proteins
In Figures 1-3 one can see the experimental dependencies of the visco-elasticity modulus on surface pressure for solutions of BCS, BLG, and HSA at concentrations below the critical point at amplitudes of the drop area oscillations of 3% and 10%. The pre-programmed four subsequent oscillations were performed at a fixed frequency of 0.1 Hz and at different adsorption times (200, 400, 2000, and 5000 s) after the generation of the respective protein solution drops. As it is seen, the visco-elasticity modulus depends on the amplitude for the globular proteins BLG and HSA (at surface pressures above 8 mN/m), whereas for the non-globular protein BCS there is practically no dependence on the amplitude. In this study, the ratio of the drop volume to its surface area V/S was approximately 0.58-0.61 mm and the same for all proteins and concentrations. Note, in [24] this ratio for BCS was different-of about 0.9 mm, and for BLG and HSА it was in the range between 0.58 and 0.63 mm. According to the model given by Equations 1-7, this decrease in the ratio V/S for BCS in the present study while all other parameters were fixed leads to a shift of the isotherm toward larger concentrations. The experimental data obtained with PAT and the theoretical isotherms related to the initial (full lines) and the equilibrium (dashed lines) protein concentrations (BCS ( ), HSA ( ), and BLG ( )) are shown in Figure 4 . The experimental data obtained with the bubble profile analysis tensiometry (black symbols) satisfactory agree with the data for the drop profile method calculated under equilibrium conditions. For BCS and HSA the data from [35] are used, while for BLG the data were obtained in the present study by using the buoyant bubble method. It should be noted that, in the buoyant bubble method, the surfactant depletion in the solution due to adsorption at the bubble surface can be neglected. The theoretical values of the equilibrium surface tension were obtained by fitting using a software based on the model Equations (1)-(7). The software also accounts for depletion due to adsorption. The model parameters are summarised in Table 1 . Table 1 . and are data from [35] for HSA and BCS solutions, respectively, obtained by the bubble profile method; are the data for BLG solutions obtained in the present study by the bubble profile method. The dashed lines are the isotherms calculated with respect to the equilibrium concentration c.
For the aim of comparison, Table 1 includes also the parameter values published in [24] . These parameters only slightly different from those obtained here for solutions of BLG and HSA because of the slightly different V/S ratios, however, the parameters for the BCS solutions are remarkably different. The parameters, which are different, are shown in bold. Note that, for the globular proteins, the values of the minimum and maximum molar area are different only by 2-3 times, whereas for BCS these areas are different by more than one order of magnitude.
In Figure 5 the dependencies of the visco-elasticity modulus for BCS after 5000 s and at the amplitude of 10% from [24] (empty triangles) and this study (filled triangles) are shown. As it is seen, in spite of the large difference in V/S ratio for the pressures larger than 7 mN/m, the modules are almost the same. Figure 5 . Dependencies of the visco-elasticity modulus of BCS solutions on surface pressure at the adsorption times 5000 s, the frequency 0.1 Hz and the amplitude 10% (, the data from [24] , ▲, the data obtained in the present study). Figure 6 , the dependencies of surface pressure versus adsorption are shown as calculated from the proposed model. As it is seen, the behavior of BCS is very different from the two globular proteins which show a sharp increase in the surface pressure in a narrow adsorption range. The results for BCS and HSA are supplemented by the results from [36, 37] . The agreement is quite satisfactory. Figure 5 . Dependencies of the visco-elasticity modulus of BCS solutions on surface pressure at the adsorption times 5000 s, the frequency 0.1 Hz and the amplitude 10% ( , the data from [24] , , the data obtained in the present study). In Figure 6 , the dependencies of surface pressure versus adsorption are shown as calculated from the proposed model. As it is seen, the behavior of BCS is very different from the two globular proteins which show a sharp increase in the surface pressure in a narrow adsorption range. The results for BCS and HSA are supplemented by the results from [36, 37] . The agreement is quite satisfactory. 
Evaluation of the Effect of Oscillation Amplitude for the Studied Proteins
For the three studied proteins, by using the calculated surface pressure versus adsorption dependencies and Equation 16 , we estimated the non-linearity corrections to the visco-elasticity modules, which are maximum around the minimum of the derivatives d 3 Table 2 . 40 All the corrections shown in the last two columns are negative, i.e., the modules for the three studied proteins at the considered surface pressures should decrease with increasing oscillation amplitude. The numerical values of the corrections for the two amplitudes are quite reasonable. For the amplitude of 3% all corrections are less than 1 mN/m. Such small corrections are not significant, they are practically within the experimental error. For the amplitude of 10% the corrections for BLG and HSA are much larger than 1 mN/m, whereas for BCS it remains less than 1 mN/m. These results are in a good agreement with the experimental data shown in Figure 1-3 . For BCS the derivative d 3 /dΓ 3 is larger than for BLG (absolute value), however the correction is smaller because the adsorption 0 for BCS is much smaller.
The derivative d 3 /dΓ 3 is the largest for HSA, therefore, the correction is also the largest-almost 10 mN/m, even though the value of adsorption 0 is not very large. From the Figure 6 . Dependencies of the surface pressure on adsorption for the three studied proteins. The experimental dependencies for HSA ( ) and BCS ( ) are obtained in [36, 37] .
For the three studied proteins, by using the calculated surface pressure versus adsorption dependencies and Equation (16), we estimated the non-linearity corrections to the visco-elasticity modules, which are maximum around the minimum of the derivatives d 3 Π/dΓ 3 (which are negative) at the corresponding Γ 0 values. The obtained ∆E 0 values for two relative amplitudes Γ/Γ 0 of 3% and 10% are shown in Table 2 . All the corrections shown in the last two columns are negative, i.e., the modules for the three studied proteins at the considered surface pressures should decrease with increasing oscillation amplitude. The numerical values of the corrections for the two amplitudes are quite reasonable. For the amplitude of 3% all corrections are less than 1 mN/m. Such small corrections are not significant, they are practically within the experimental error. For the amplitude of 10% the corrections for BLG and HSA are much larger than 1 mN/m, whereas for BCS it remains less than 1 mN/m. These results are in a good agreement with the experimental data shown in Figures 1-3 . For BCS the derivative d 3 Π/dΓ 3 is larger than for BLG (absolute value), however the correction is smaller because the adsorption Γ 0 for BCS is much smaller.
The derivative d 3 Π/dΓ 3 is the largest for HSA, therefore, the correction is also the largest-almost 10 mN/m, even though the value of adsorption Γ 0 is not very large. From the experimental data for HSA as shown in Figure 3 , one can see that for a surface pressure of 17 mN/m the modulus obtained with an amplitude of 10% is smaller by about 10 mN/m than that at 3%, which is quite close to the estimation presented in Table 2 .
In Figure 7 , the dependencies are shown for d 3 Π/dΓ 3 = d 2 (E 0 /Γ)/dΓ 2 as calculated for the three proteins from their surface pressure dependencies on adsorption Π(Γ). We can see that the derivatives d 3 Π/dΓ 3 are negative only for intermediate surface pressure values. For small surface pressures the derivative d 3 Π/dΓ 3 is positive which should lead to an increasing visco-elasticity modulus with increasing amplitude. However, these positive values are too small as compared to the large negative values at intermediate surface pressures. Therefore, for small surface pressures no dependency of the visco-elasticity modulus on the oscillation amplitude is observed experimentally.
For large surface pressures (Π > Π*) the dependencies Π(Γ) become almost linear (cf. Equation (7)), therefore, the values of d 3 Π/dΓ 3 become very small. In this case the non-linearity of the equation of state should not be a cause for the dependence of the visco-elasticity modulus on the amplitude of the surface area oscillations. However, for Π > Π* in the adsorption layer additional relaxation processes can occur related to the aggregation of protein molecules or structure transformations within the multilayer film, the characteristic relaxation time of which can be comparable to the oscillation period. Such processes can also contribute to the dependence of the visco-elasticity modulus on the oscillation amplitude.
At intermediate surface pressures the derivatives d 3 Π/dΓ 3 can acquire rather large negative values (Figure 7) , which can cause a decrease of the visco-elasticity modulus with amplitude. According to the calculations, for BCS the dependence of the visco-elasticity modulus on amplitude should be negligible-the maximum difference of the modules for the amplitudes of 3% and 10% should be of about 0.36 mN/m (see Table 2 ). The experimental data for BCS (Figure 1) show that for the surface pressures between 6 mN/m and 11 mN/m a small difference of the modules can be recognized-on average the modulus for the amplitude 10% is about 1 mN/m lower than for 3%. Such small differences of the modules, which are of the order of the experimental error, are within the error of the calculation results. The surface pressures interval, where the modulus for BCS should decrease with increasing amplitude, is between 3 mN/m and 13 mN/m (Figure 7a ). This expected surface pressures interval is close to the respective interval found in the experiments, which is between 6 mN/m and 11 mN/m (Figure 1) . Accounting for the accuracy of the experiments, this is a good agreement.
From Figure 7b , one can see that for BLG the derivative d 3 Π/dΓ 3 should be negative for the surface pressures between 7.5 mN/m and 20 mN/m. The experimental data in Figure 2 show that the reduced values of the visco-elasticity modulus for BLG at the amplitude of 10% are between 7 mN/m and 20 mN/m, which is very close to the numerical estimations. The maximum difference of the modules for BLG at the two amplitudes in Figure 2 is of about 6-7 mN/m. This is larger than the maximum correction value for BLG in Table 2 , but nevertheless it is of the same order of magnitude. Thus, qualitatively, the expected behavior of the visco-elasticity modulus for BLG as a function of amplitude and surface pressure is also in good agreement with the experiments.
From the data shown in Figure 3 , it can be seen that the reduced values of the visco-elasticity modulus for HSA at the amplitude of 10% are observed for surface pressures between 9 mN/m and 19 mN/m. According to the estimations made by using Equation (16) (Figure 7c ), the surface pressure interval with negative values of the derivative d 3 Π/dΓ 3 for HSA should be between 12 mN/m and 18 mN/m. This interval is slightly narrower than that in Figure 3 and the negative peak in Figure 7c is sharper, but qualitatively the correction for HSA is also similar to that observed in the experiments-the correction to the visco-elasticity modulus is significant and negative at intermediate surface pressures, and the order of magnitude of the maximum correction value is close to the experimental results. 
Conclusions
The experimental data and numerical estimations presented above show that for the three proteins studied here at the fixed frequencies of 0.1 Hz the most probable reason for the dependence of the visco-elasticity modulus on the applied oscillation amplitude is the non-linearity of the equation of state for the interfacial layer. Qualitatively, the behavior of the three studied proteins is similar, but the magnitudes of the corrections to the visco-elasticity modulus are very different and the surface pressure intervals with negative correction values do not coincide. For HSA, the correction value is the largest, for BCS the correction is almost negligible and for BLG it takes intermediate values. Such a behavior of the amplitude corrections for the studied proteins agrees (at least qualitatively) with the calculated effect of the non-linear terms based on the available data of their equations of state.
In the analysis presented above only the data for the surface pressures below the critical point were used. At the surface pressures larger than the critical value, the adsorbed protein molecules can be involved in aggregation processes and/or form several adsorption layers. Under these conditions, additional relaxation processes are possible, which can be related to changes in the structure of the adsorption layers and changes in size or structure of the aggregates. These processes cannot be accounted for in the analysis presented here, therefore, surface pressures larger than the critical one cannot be considered here. For small surface pressures (below 6-8 mN/m), the calculations predict a negligible effect of the oscillation amplitude on the visco-elasticity modulus which is confirmed by the experiments.
The analysis proposed here assumes the absence of relaxation processes with characteristic times comparable to the oscillation period. A very slow relaxation due to changes of the conformation of the protein molecules with characteristic times of 200 s and more is not very important for the pre-critical surface pressures (Π < Π*) because the oscillation period in the experiments was only 10 s.
For the pre-critical surface pressure interval, the diffusional relaxation could be more significant. However, for proteins this is also a very slow process. For ordinary surfactants the proposed analysis is not completely suitable, because the diffusional relaxation is much more significant. Only for sufficiently large oscillation frequencies does the diffusional exchange of the molecules between the interface and the bulk solution becomes small. However, such large frequencies are not available in experiments with the PAT instruments. From this point of view, proteins are the most suitable systems for the analysis as it is shown here.
